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SUMMARY

Liquid-liquid phase separation plays a key role in the
assembly of diverse intracellular structures. How-
ever, the biophysical principles by which phase sep-
aration can be precisely localized within subregions
of the cell are still largely unclear, particularly for
low-abundance proteins. Here, we introduce an oli-
gomerizing biomimetic system, ‘‘Corelets,’’ and uti-
lize its rapid and quantitative light-controlled
tunability to map full intracellular phase diagrams,
which dictate the concentrations at which phase
separation occurs and the transition mechanism, in
a protein sequence dependent manner. Surprisingly,
both experiments and simulations show that while
intracellular concentrations may be insufficient for
global phase separation, sequestering protein li-
gands to slowly diffusing nucleation centers can
move the cell into a different region of the phase dia-
gram, resulting in localized phase separation. This
diffusive capture mechanism liberates the cell from
the constraints of global protein abundance and is
likely exploited to pattern condensates associated
with diverse biological processes.

INTRODUCTION

Living cells have evolved strategies for organizing their contents

by compartmentalizing specific sets of biomolecules into a vari-

ety of different organelles. In addition to the canonical vesicle-

like organelles, there are dozens of different types of intracellular

bodies that are not membrane-bound—from the nucleolus and

stress granules to processing bodies and signaling clusters.

These structures, referred to as membrane-less organelles or

condensates, represent dynamic molecular assemblies, which

can play numerous roles in living cells: sequestering bio-

molecules, facilitating reactions, and channeling intracellular

signaling (Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017).

Studies on intracellular condensates have revealed that their

assembly arises from liquid-liquid phase separation driven by

weak multivalent interactions often involving intrinsically disor-

dered protein regions (IDPs/IDRs) and nucleic acids (Brang-

wynne et al., 2009, 2011; Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015; Li

et al., 2012; Nott et al., 2015). These interactions give rise to

stable condensed forms of biomolecular organization, which

typically exhibit dynamic molecular exchange and liquid phase

fluidity.

In many cases, these condensates are spatially patterned

within living cells, as seen with germline P granules, which

form via liquid-liquid phase separation that is modulated across

the anterior-posterior embryo axis, giving rise to an asymmetric

localization implicated in early cell fate specification (Brang-

wynne et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2016). The nucleolus is a partic-

ularly notable example of a phase separated body formed at

specific genomic loci (Berry et al., 2015; Feric et al., 2016; Zhu

and Brangwynne, 2015). Moreover, it has become apparent

that many nuclear condensates are likewise present at transcrip-

tionally active genes (Cho et al., 2018; Chong et al., 2018; Sabari

et al., 2018), while HP1a/a proteins conversely appear to drive

phase separation at regions of transcriptionally inactive hetero-

chromatin (Larson et al., 2017; Strom et al., 2017). RNA accumu-

lation (Berry et al., 2015), chemical reactivity (Zwicker et al.,

2014), and morphogen gradients (Brangwynne et al., 2009)

have been proposed to drive patterned phase separation.

Nevertheless, it is still unclear how IDPs and other interacting

ligands distributed throughout the cell, often at relatively

dilute concentrations, can be rapidly and precisely induced to

condense at particular subcellular locations.

In condensed matter physics and material science, phase

diagrams are mapped through experiment and understood

through rigorous theory. These graphical representations quan-

titatively define the system parameters associated with different

states of matter, which reflect minimization of the thermody-

namic free energy of the system. Non-living systems often

exhibit a binodal curve that circumscribes the parameters that

give rise to phase separation and dictates the concentrations

of the phases formed (Dill and Bromberg, 2011; Rubinstein and

Colby, 2003). Work toward understanding the phase behavior

of biomolecules in vitro has shown that proteins can also exhibit
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Figure 1. Corelets Enable Light-Activated Intracellular Droplet Condensation

(A) Schematic diagram of the Corelet system. Corelets consists of two modules: first, a nuclear targeted, GFP-tagged ferritin core functionalized by 24 photo-

activatable iLID domains; and second, iLID’s cognate partner, SspB, mCherry-tagged and conjugated to a self-interacting protein domain, such as the N-terminal

IDR of FUS. Dashed line designate photo-inducible heterodimerizing units.

(B) Schematic of Corelet phase separation. Upon global blue-light illumination, up to 24 IDRmodules are captured by each Core, whichmay subsequently phase

separate by multivalent IDR interactions in a reversible manner.

(C) Time lapse confocal imaging of photo-activated FUSN Corelet-expressing HEK293 cells (also shown in Video S1 for multiple cells). Images show phase

separation with colocalization of Cores (green) and FUSN IDRs (red). See also Figure S1 for IDR-free controls and Figure S2 for recruitment through IDR rather

than SspB.

(D) FUSN Corelet condensates exhibit liquid-like properties as inferred by rapid fluorescence recovery after photo-bleaching of both FUSN IDR (top) and Core

components (bottom), shown as heat colormaps of the florescence. FRAP region of interest (ROI) labeled with dashed circles.

(legend continued on next page)
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quantifiable binodal phase boundaries (Asherie, 2004; Broide

et al., 1991; Wei et al., 2017). However, understanding biomole-

cular phase behavior in living cells with such precision has been

challenging, due to the lack of tools for triggering, shaping, or de-

stabilizing condensates in the cellular environment. As a result,

the proposal that these equilibrium thermodynamic concepts

can be quantitatively applied in living cells remains in question.

Recently, we developed a photo-activated system for revers-

ibly controlling IDR-driven phase transitions using photo-oligo-

merizable CRY2 proteins, termed ‘‘optoDroplets‘‘ (Shin et al.,

2017). This system showed a threshold saturation concentration

for phase separation, consistent with classic liquid-liquid phase

separation, which was linked to a subsequent gelation transition.

However, multiple characteristics of the CRY2 proteins inhibited

the use of this system for rigorous quantification of its resulting

phase behavior. In particular, CRY2 forms poorly characterized

polydisperse oligomers yielding an undefined ensemble of multi-

valent particles. CRY2 deactivation time is several minutes,

precluding tight local activation due to diffusion of molecules

away from the activation zone (Shin et al., 2017). Moreover,

CRY2 homotypic interactions may be directly involved in the

network of interactions within the optoDroplet condensate,

through continuous association and dissociation, and therefore

may confound the contribution of the IDR to phase behavior.

Another recent study formed intracellular hydrogels with light-

and chemically activated multimerized interaction domains (Na-

kamura et al., 2018). To date, however, no tools have enabled

quantitative mapping of intracellular phase diagrams, leaving

the field with a highly descriptive and imprecise understanding

of patterned phase separation and other non-equilibrium fea-

tures inherent to phase separation in living cells.

To address this gap, we developed an optogenetic system

inspired by endogenous molecular architectures, in which the

effective oligomerization of IDR-rich proteins appears to be key

for driving phase separation. For example, nascent rRNA tran-

scripts (Berry et al., 2015; Falahati et al., 2016) or long non-cod-

ing RNA (lncRNA), such as NEAT1 (West et al., 2014), and other

types of RNA are associated with specific DNA loci and may

serve as scaffolds for locally enriching self-interacting IDPs

(Dundr and Misteli, 2010); DNA itself could also serve as an olig-

omerization platform for promoting local transcriptional conden-

sates (Cho et al., 2018; Chong et al., 2018; Sabari et al., 2018).

Finally, a number of proteins appear to self-oligomerize to drive

phase separation. For example, NPM1 pentamerizes to form a

radial array of IDRs and RNA-binding domains necessary for

phase separation and nucleolus assembly (Feric et al., 2016;

Mitrea et al., 2016). C. elegans PGL proteins also contain a

dimerization domain that is important for patterned P granule

phase separation (Aoki et al., 2018). Stress granules present

yet another example, where oligomerization of G3BP1/2 proteins

is important for stress granule condensation (Tourrière et al.,

2003). Inspired by these native molecular architectures, we

reasoned that an approach to precisely control the oligomeriza-

tion state of IDPs could elucidate the underlying biophysical

mechanisms by which intracellular phase transitions are

controlled in cells, both globally and locally.

RESULTS

Corelets Enable Light-Activated Intracellular Droplet
Condensation
To parse the effect of multivalent scaffolding of IDRs on intra-

cellular phase separation, we developed Corelets (Core scaf-

folds to promote droplets): a two-module optogenetic system

that mimics the native oligomerization of IDR-rich proteins, using

a light-activatable high valency core. The core is comprised of 24

human ferritin heavy chain (FTH1) protein subunits, which self-

assemble to form a spherical particle of 12 nm diameter (herein

referred to as a ‘‘Core’’). When functionalized by self-interacting

modules, these particles can give rise to supramolecular clusters

(Bellapadrona and Elbaum, 2014). We therefore fused FTH1 to a

nuclear localization signal (NLS) and an engineered protein iLID,

which strongly heterodimerizes (Kd �130 nM) with its cognate

partner, SspB, in response to blue light activation (Guntas

et al., 2015) (Figure 1A). For the second module of the Corelet

system, SspB was fused to various self-interacting IDRs, as

well as full-length IDR-containing proteins, implicated as drivers

of intracellular phase separation, such that the ferritin core would

serve as a well-defined multivalent scaffold for light-activated

IDR oligomerization (Figure 1A).

In response to blue light activation, as many as 24 IDRs are

induced to directly assemble on each Core, thus rapidly forming

self-interacting particles (Figure 1B). We first utilized an N-termi-

nal FUS IDR (FUSN) fused to SspB. For this FUSNCorelet system,

condensation is apparent within �1–2 s after blue light illumina-

tion and reaches a steady state within a few minutes (Figure 1C;

Video S1). These FUSN Corelet condensates are liquids, as

apparent from the rapid and nearly complete fluorescence re-

covery after photobleaching (FRAP) of both Core and IDR com-

ponents (Figures 1D and 1E). This is further supported by the

condensate’s ability to rapidly fuse with one another and round

up upon contact (Figure 1F). Consistent with IDR-driven phase

separation, we observe no condensates in control constructs

lacking IDRs, even for high concentrations that do phase sepa-

rate with IDRs (Figure S1), and we find significant recruitment

of SspB-free FUSN proteins to FUSN-Corelet condensates (Fig-

ure S2). Thus, light-activated SspB-iLID dimerization does not

directly contribute to the cohesive interactions of the emergent

(E) Quantified FRAP curves from (D). Mean and SD of fluorescence in quantified ROI are shown scaled by the pre-photobleached intensity. Red curves are

exponential fits used to determine time constant of recovery, t, as given in each panel.

(F) Corelet condensates rapidly fuse and coarsen (4.4 s between frames).

(G) Condensates completely disassemble within �0.5–2 min after blue-light removal.

(H) Change in SD of nuclear IDR fluorescence indicates full reversibility during 15 on-and off cycles. See also Figure S3.

(I) Overlay of data from (G), showing little change in condensation and dissociation dynamics over multiple cycles (see also Figure S3D and STAR Methods). The

curves corresponding to each cycle are colored to match (H).

Scale bars, 5 mm (C, G); 2 mm (D, F).
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liquid phase, which instead rely on homotypic IDR-IDR interac-

tions. Activation effectively gives rise to a one-component sys-

tem of IDR-coated cores (Figures S3A–S3C). When activating

illumination is turned off, the droplets quickly dissolve back to

a uniform phase (Figure 1G). Moreover, when we applied se-

quences of uniform blue light activation cycles, FUSN-Corelet

condensates could be repetitively assembled through dozens

of on-off cycles, with little apparent change in the disassembly

kinetics (Figures 1H, 1I, and S3D).
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Figure 2. Corelets Drive Phase Separation

with Different Self-Interacting IDRs and in

Various Living Systems

(A–E) Fluorescence images of representative stable

Corelet-expressing mammalian cultured cells uti-

lizing various IDR/IDPs with nuclear or cytoplasmic

Cores, resulting in light-sensitive, reversible con-

densates in all cases. Schematic of utilized con-

structs shown on the left corresponding to adjacent

images. (A) Cytoplasmic FUSN IDR Corelets (no

NLS). (B) Full-length FUS Corelets. (C) HNRNPA1C
Corelets. (D) TDP-43C Corelets. (E) DDX4N Corelets.

(A)–(D) are U2OS cells, (E) is HEK293. Images are

taken before and after 2–10 min activation as indi-

cated in each panel and 5 min after deactivation. All

images show overlay of GFP Cores and mCherry

IDR/IDP.

(F) S. cerevisiae expressing cytoplasmic FUSN

Corelets. Images as in (A)–(G), except GFP overlay

is not shown for deactivation.

(G) Local andglobal activation of cytoplasmic PGL-1

IDP Corelets in C. elegans one-cell embryo during

the first cleavage. Images shown as heat colormap

of mCherry signal. With no light activation,

PGL-1-SspB components are recruited to native

P granules, which are initially distributed uniformly

throughout the embryo (t = 0), and then segregate to

the embryo posterior (P) (t = 20 min). Instead, under

global activation, PGL-1 Corelet puncta appear

throughout the embryo. Scale bars, 5 mm.

Corelets Drive Phase Separation
with Different Self-Interacting IDRs
and in Various Living Systems
Liquid Corelet condensates can form not

only in the nucleus, but also in the cyto-

plasm,byexcluding theNLSfromCorecon-

structs (Figure 2A). Full-length FUS can also

be utilized as the self-interacting domain

fused toSspB (Figure2B).Moreover, similar

phase separated liquid condensates can

also be formed from Corelets comprising a

number of different self-interacting IDR-

containing constructs. These include IDRs

fromotherRNAbindingproteins associated

with stress granules, such as HNRNPA1C
and TDP-43C, as well as the germ granule

component DDX4N (Figures 2C–2E). The

Corelet system can be used to dynamically

assemble light-sensitive condensates not

only in various cultured cell lines including

U2OS and HEK293 (Figures 2A–2D and 2E, respectively)

but also in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, with cytoplasmic FUSN

Corelets (Figure 2F) and Caenorhabditis elegans, with a Corelets

utilizing the germ granule IDP, PGL-1 (Figure 2G).

Mapping Global FUSN Corelet Phase Diagrams and
Distinct Phase Separation Modes
The above findings suggest that Corelet activation may give rise

to liquid-liquid phase separation. To quantitatively test this, we

1470 Cell 175, 1467–1480, November 29, 2018



Figure 3. Mapping Global FUSN Corelet Phase Diagrams

(A) Confocal images of Cores in FUSN Corelets expressing HEK293 cells with increasing average nuclear IDR-to-core ratio, f, prior to activation (top) and after

10-min blue-light activation (bottom). Phase separation requires high enough Core concentration, and valency f . Uniform fluorescence levels are observed

throughout the dilute phase and within the various dense phases (see also Figures S4B–S4E). Color bar represents FCS-based fluorescence-to-concentration

conversion (see Figure S4H and STAR Methods).

(B) Phase diagram of photo-activated FUSN Corelets, with respect to Core concentration and Core-to-IDR ratio, f�1. Solid red circles indicate average nuclear

concentrations for which phase separation is observed, while empty circles are concentrations where no phase separation is observed. Blue triangles and di-

amonds indicate concentrations of dilute phase and dense phase, respectively. Shaded two-phase region is bounded by approximated binodal curves drawn to

align with measured dilute and dense phases and circumscribe phase separating average nuclear concentrations. Dashed horizontal line corresponds to fully

coated Corelets with 24 IDRs per Core. Vertical axis on a log2 base. Inset: definition of lever rule parameters for measurement in (E). Note that a and b are defined

with respect the location of the measured dilute and dense phase points per cell, not the drawn binodal curve.

(C) Phase diagram of FUSN Corelets, with respect to IDR concentration. y axis and symbol definitions as in (B). Inset, schematic picture for species in the phase

separated droplets for f < 24 (I) and f > 24 (II, saturated), showing recruitment of unbound IDRs into condensates of saturated Cores, which leads to an increase in

IDR concentration in the dense phase but a decrease in Core concentration as a result of increased Core-to-Core spacing. These regions are similarly labeledwith

respect to dashed line in (B) and (C).

(legend continued on next page)
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examined whether the observed transition exhibits quantitative

signatures of liquid-liquid phase separation, well-known in

non-living systems. We analyzed cells with different relative

expression levels of the FUSN-SspB and 24-mer NLS Ferritin-

iLID components resulting from an unsorted population of virally

infected cells. We define their average nuclear concentration

ratio as f = ½IDR�=½Core�, which represents the mean number

of IDRs-per-core upon activation (‘‘valence,’’ see Figure S4H

and STAR Methods), as there is no observable expression of

endogenous untagged Ferritin (Figure S4A). Calibrated pixel in-

tensity histograms show a unimodal distribution of the core con-

centration before activation, while after activation phase sepa-

rating cells exhibit broadened and even bimodal distributions

(Figure S4B), with the two peaks representing two uniformly

concentrated phases (Figures S4C–S4E) that become farther

apart for cells with high f (Figure S4B). For cells with very low f

and Core concentration, phase separation never occurs (Fig-

ure 3A, left panel f �5.7), while cells with higher f typically form

distinct condensates with gradually increasing sphericity (Fig-

ure 3A, right panel f �20), consistent with f representing an effec-

tive interaction strength between IDR-decorated cores.

These data reflect the position of the cell with respect to a

concave-down binodal phase boundary, as seen by plotting

the inverse molar ratio f
�1
, against ½Core� (Figures 3B and

S4F–S4J). For a binodal phase boundary, the concentration of

Cores measured outside of the droplets, ½Core�Dilute, demar-

cates the left-arm of the binodal. As expected for a phase-

boundary, this curve accurately separates non-droplet forming

cells and droplet-forming cells. The right arm of the binodal

can be determined from the uniform protein concentration in

droplets (Figures S4D and S4E) (Wei et al., 2017), in this case

½Core�Dense. At high f, this concentration corresponds to a

mean center-to-center spacing between Cores of �40 nm,

with Corelet components occupying �5% of the condensate

volume (see STAR Methods). Our determination of the location

of the binodal is further supported by the lever rule for the vol-

ume fraction of droplets (Figures 3E and S4F). Moreover, cells

near the peak of the phase diagram exhibit condensates with

irregular morphology and undulating boundaries (Figure 3A,

second and third panel), as expected for vanishing surface

tension in the vicinity of a critical point (Honerkamp-Smith

et al., 2009).

The molar ratio inside droplets, fDense, and outside droplets,

fDilute, are typically very close, and similar to f (Figure 3D,

fDilute < 24), consistent with dynamic exchange of IDR-bound

Ferritin cores and very low concentrations of unbound

FUSN-SspB (Figures S3A–S3C), resulting in a system depicted

in inset (I) of Figure 3C. However, as f approaches the binding ca-

pacity of cores (i.e., 24), this correspondence begins deviating

(Figure 3D, fDilute > 24), suggesting the buildup of an unbound

IDR population that partitions asymmetrically, as depicted in

inset (II) of Figure 3C. This core saturation appears to underlie

an interesting feature of the phase diagram: as the number of

IDRs per core increases (i.e., decreasing f
�1
), the right side of

thebinodal appears topull back to lowercoreconcentrations (Fig-

ure 3B). This effect becomes apparent at f
�1
z 16 (Figure 3B),

similar to where fDense and fDilute begin deviating (Figure 3D).

Consistent with this kink in the phase diagram reflecting core

saturation by excess IDRs, when we plot the same phase dia-

grams as a function of the IDR concentration, we find no such

decrease in IDR concentration in the dense phase, with the right

side of the binodal exhibiting a nearly straight line on a semi-log

plot, underscoring the central role of IDR-IDR interactions (Fig-

ure 3C). Strikingly, the left binodal arm exhibits a fixed IDR con-

centration, independent of the particular valency; for FUSN Core-

lets, we estimate this value at 20.95 ± 7.66 mM (mean ± SD), with

anestimatedmeasurement accuracy of�2-fold (STARMethods).

These phase diagrams exhibit an additional feature consistent

with phase separation theory (Berry et al., 2018): we find that

cells expressing concentrations deep within the two-phase re-

gion exhibit early stage coarsening morphologies—connected

network-like condensates—associated with spinodal decompo-

sition (Cahn, 1961, 1965) while cells closer to the binodal bound-

ary exhibit punctate nucleation and growth (Figures 4B and 4A,

respectively; Videos S2 and S3, respectively). Moreover, for

some highly expressing cells, we observe nucleation and growth

of dilute-phase droplets within a continuous condensed phase,

as expected on the right half of the two-phase regime of the

phase diagram (Figure 4C; Video S4). These dilute phases fuse

to one another, coarsen, and further fuse to nucleoli and nuclear

lamina, while yielding condensates that may occupy a volume of

over 70% of the nuclear volume (Figures 4C and S4F). Taken

together, observing the condensation modes for each cell

allows us to denote a region where spinodal decomposition is

observable under the frame rate and resolution limits of the

measurement and therefore estimate the approximate location

of the spinodal boundary (Figure 4D).

Phase Diagrams Show Strong Dependence on Chemical
Attributes of Protein Sequence
We next used the Corelet system to examine how specific

chemical moieties within IDRs affect their phase diagrams

(Brangwynne et al., 2015). We focused on the behavior of FUS,

for which previous studies have underscored the key role of tyro-

sine (Y) residues in promoting phase separation of the purified

protein (Kato et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).

We expressed Corelets in which the IDR utilized is FUSN with

five of the twenty-seven tyrosine residues mutated to serine

(FUSN-5Y, see STARMethods). In these cells, we find that phase

separation is destabilized relative to FUSN WT Corelets resulting

in a downward shift of the binodal phase (Figure 5A), such that

values of f that give rise to phase separation in FUSN-WT

(D) Despite major concentration differences, IDR-to-Core concentration ratios in dilute, fDilute, and dense, fDense, phases are similar (compared to gray line of

slope 1) as long as cores are not saturated (dashed line).

(E) Volume fractions predicted by lever-rule are consistent with volume fraction segmentation of dense (VDense, bright green) and dilute phases (VNu-VNo-VDense,

dark green), where VNu, VNo, and VDense represent the relative confocal volume of the nucleus (within full line), nucleoli (within dashed line), and dense phase (bright

green), respectively. a and b are defined in inset of (B). Equality shown via comparison to gray line of slope 1. Scale bars, 5 mm. Error bars are SD of measurement

within segmented pixels. See Figure S4I for error bars for dilute phases and pre-activated cells.
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Figure 4. Distinct Modes of FUSN Corelet Phase Separation
(A) Phase separation via nucleation and growth occurs at low Core concentration. See Video S2.

(B) At intermediate Core concentration phase separation initiates with the rapid formation of elongated interconnected domains, as in spinodal decomposition.

Insets: repeated activation of the same cellular region at higher time resolution showing differing morphology evolution. See Video S3.

(C) At very high Core concentration nucleation and growth of dilute phases within a dense phase was observed. Insets show enlarged nucleation (left) and

subsequent fusion of dilute phases (center), as well as dilute phase fusion with a nucleolus (right). See Video S4.

(legend continued on next page)
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Corelets no longer necessarily phase separate. Moreover, the

condensates that do form in FUSN-5Y Corelets are now signifi-

cantly less concentrated than for WT FUSN, due to a significant

shift of the right arm of the binodal (Figure 5A). When all tyrosine

residues in FUSN where mutated to serine to study FUSN-27Y

Corelets, no distinct phases were observed; however, we do

observe light-induced patterning associated with IDR-bound

core exclusion from chromatin, an effect that is also observable

with FUSN constructs (Figures S5A and S5B, respectively).

We next looked at the role of phosphorylation in tuning IDR

phase separation. Post translational modifications through

phosphorylation has been shown to modulate phase separation,

often diminishing or dissolving condensates through electro-

static repulsion between introduced phosphate groups (Han

et al., 2012; Rai et al., 2018). In the FUSN IDR, twelve serine (S)

and threonine (T) residues are known to be subject to phosphor-

ylation in response to DNA damage in living cells (Monahan et al.,

2017). Substituting these twelve residues, or a subset of six, with

glutamic acid as a phosphomimic has been shown to hinder FUS

phase separation and gelation (Monahan et al., 2017). When we

incorporate the FUSN IDR with the same subset of S/T residues

mutated to the negatively charged glutamic acid (E) (FUSN+6E,

see STAR Methods), we find that the Corelet phase diagram is

again significantly shifted down (Figure 5B), with the apparent

critical point in the phase diagram adjusted to a much higher

valence (lower f
�1
). Indeed, condensates that do form are now

at much lower concentration (Figure 5B).

Concentration Amplification of IDRs Occurs through
Diffusive Capture by Slowly Diffusing Cores
In the experiments described above, we define the activation

zone over the entire nucleus of the cell under study. However, oc-

casionally only a fraction of adjacent cell nuclei was included in

the activation zone. We noticed that in half-activated nuclei,

droplets appear to be significantly larger close to the border

between illuminated and non-illuminated fractions of the nucleus

(Figure 6A). In cells illuminated with low power light (14 mW/mm2),

this effect becomes less prevalent, and the droplet size and num-

ber tend to be more evenly distributed throughout the activation

zone, as shown for the half-illuminated cells expressing

HNRNPA1C Corelets in Figure 6B. However, when we brightly

half-illuminate nuclei (84 mW/mm2) with low IDR module concen-

trations (in particular, low f ), we find that droplets form in a tight

line at the illumination boundary (Figure 6B). Similar findings are

observed with FUSN (Figure 6C). Prior to droplet nucleation, the

IDRconcentration exhibits a peak at the boundary,with depletion

into the non-illuminated region (Figure 6D, t = 5 s).

We reasoned that the IDR buildup at the illumination interface

could occur because the Cores at the interface are accessible to

and can readily capture IDR components diffusing in from the

non-illuminated region. To quantitatively examine this physical

picture, we developed a simple computational simulation in

which IDRs are modeled as particles that can adhere to the sur-

face of a larger core particle, which supports up to 24 bound

IDRs (see STAR Methods). For low f, activation of only half of

the cell results in a large buildup of IDR particles at the activation

interface, with a depletion in the non-activated region, as

observed in experiments (Figure 6E; Video S5). Interestingly,

the simulation suggests that this effect depends on the relative

diffusivities, D, of the core and IDR particles: for higher ratios

of DIDR/DCore, simulations show a significant local concentration

buildup, while for DIDR/DCore close to unity, no buildup is

observed (Figure 6E; Video S5). Using fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy (FCS) to measure the Cores and IDR diffusivities

(D) Positioning phase separating cells according to their valence and core concentration at the time of activation and labeling them accordingly to the observed

condensation mode delineate the binodal and minimal spinodal regions of the phase diagram. Red circles indicate average nuclear concentrations for which

phase separation follows nucleation and growth of dense phases (left) or dilute phases (right), and blue circles are concentrations where spinodal decomposition

is observed. Unlike the diagram in Figure 2D, points represent mean nuclear fluorescence upon activation (2 s after light activation). Purple symbols represent

cells in which the exact condensation mode could not be conclusively determined (see Figure S5B). Binodal curves from Figure 2B. Approximate spinodal curve

(dashed line) drawn to encapsulate average nuclear concentrations showing spinodal decomposition morphologies. Cells depicted in (A)–(C) are indicated.

Scale bars, 2 mm for enlarged insets; 5 mm elsewhere.
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removing a subset of FUSN tyrosine residues
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Corelets. Inset: schematic of how S/T mutations to
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would phosphorylation of these sites. Axes, lines,

and symbol definitions as in (A).
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pixels for dense phase. See also Figure S5.
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in living cell nuclei, we find thatDFUS = 43.5 ± 6.5 mm2/s, while the

core diffusivity is significantly less, even without bound IDRs:

DCore = 3.0 ± 0.7 mm2/s, such that DIDR/DCore > 10 (Figure 6F).

These data suggest that Cores act not only as multimerizing

scaffolds, but upon local activation can serve as slowly diffusing

IDR sinks. Through a ‘‘diffusive capture’’ mechanism, the cores

thereby entrap IDRs as they rapidly diffuse in from the non-illumi-

nated side of the nucleus, slowing their transport, and locally en-

riching them to drive phase separation. The more uniform IDR

buildup and droplet condensation under weaker illumination

(Figure 6B) thus results from the associated lower binding ca-

pacity of Cores, which therefore saturate at lower valency and

allow IDRs to propagate deeper into the activated region,

consistent with simulations in which cores can only bind a small

number of IDRs (Video S5).

Amplified Phase Separation by Local Diffusive Capture
Because partial activation of the cell can give rise to gradients

in IDR concentration and valency, we wondered what would

happen with non-phase separating cells. In order to be sensitive

to differences in local concentration, we first chose a cell with

Core and IDR concentrations that position it close to the upper
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Figure 6. Concentration Amplification of IDRs Occurs through Diffusive Capture by Slowly Diffusing Cores

(A) Example image showing how activating a fraction of the cell nucleus leads to non-uniform droplet size-distribution.

(B and C) Time-lapse imaging of U2OS cell nuclei partially activated by low (14 mW/mm2, top) or high (84 mW/mm2, bottom) activation power. Low power yields

uniform nucleation within activated zone, while high power yields preferential nucleation at the boundary between activated and non-activated zones for both

HNRNPA1N (B) and (C) FUSN-based Corelets in cell with f = 5.4 and [Core] = 4.1 mM. For (B) and (C), red panels are IDR channel, and green panels are Core

channel, which was imaged in the last frame.

(D) Time-dependent FUSN concentration profiles across cell nucleus from (C) with the onset of high power half-cell photo-activation. FUSN molecules pro-

gressively accumulate at the activated zone boundary and are depleted within the non-activated zone.

(E) Simulation demonstrating that diffusive capture of IDR particles by multivalent cores is sufficient for local enrichment at the activation interface, but only if the

Cores diffuse more slowly than IDRs. See Video S5. Inset: snapshot of a simulation with DIDR=Dcorey10. Red, IDR particles; green, multivalent core.

(F) FCS normalized autocorrelation plots measured for core (blue) and IDR (FUSN, red) components in the nucleoplasm. Error bars are SD of the autocorrelation

function measured in different cells (n = 5).

Scale bars, 5 mm.
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Figure 7. Amplified Phase Separation by Local Diffusive Capture

(A) Performing multiple on-off cycles on subfractions of a near-critical U2OS cell expressing FUSN Corelets gives rise to a gradually enhanced phase separation

with increasingly concentrated condensates as size of activated nuclear region decreases. See Video S6.

(B) The smaller the activated zone, the deeper the cell locally plunges into the two-phase region, as compared to the average nuclear concentration (red circle).

When mapped according to local valency and core concentration (diamonds), resulting condensates follow the binodal phase boundary (blue shaded region)

shown in Figure 3B. Triangles correspond to non-activated regions of the nucleus. Error bars are SD ofmeasurement within segmented pixels for the preactivated

cell, dense phases, and dilute phases at the non-activated subregion.

(C) Photo-activating a 0.5-mm spot (arrow) in globally non-activatable cells, expressing either HNRNPA1N Corelets (top), FUSN Corelets (middle), or NPM1

Corelets (bottom). In each case, local activation drives local phase separation. Top and middle: U2OS cell. Bottom: HeLa cell.

(D) Concentration profiles across HNRNPA1N Corelets expressed in U2OS cell (as marked in GFP channel of C) before and immediately after 2 min of local

activation, showing local enhancement in f, and depletion in the non-activated zone (values of f labeled for measurements after activation).

(E) Simulations of locally activated spot of IDR-binding Core particles with DIDR=Dcorey10 shows strong IDR enrichment, as observed in experiment.

(F) Patterned activation examples with FUSN Corelets in NIH 3T3 cells. See Video S7.

(G) Global activation causes FUSN droplets to condense in both cell nuclei (second panel). However, after local activation of two spots within the bottom cell (third

panel), global activation of the entire cell does not initiate new nucleation events in that cell (fourth panel).

(legend continued on next page)
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critical point on the phase diagram, such that spatial concentra-

tion variations, but no distinct condensates are observed upon

uniform illumination (Figure 7A; Video S6). Consistent with diffu-

sive capture and the resulting local concentration amplification,

under half-cell activation, the nucleus indeed exhibits small

distinct condensates (white arrows, Figure 7A). Moreover, for

1/3, 1/4, and 1/6 nuclear area activation, larger droplets are

observed to condense in the activated region (Figure 7A; Video

S6). The less circular morphologies observed as a result of these

rapid excitation cycles again likely reflect an interplay with chro-

matin heterogeneities within the nucleus (Figure S5). Interest-

ingly, as a smaller fraction of the nucleus is illuminated, the molar

ratio inside droplets, fDense, is no longer the same as the average

in the entire nucleus, f, as only a fraction of the Cores are acti-

vated, which can nevertheless potentially capture a large fraction

of the pool of IDRs rapidly diffusing throughout the nucleoplasm.

Together with measurements of [Core]Dense, we find that the

droplets now correspond to points still on the binodal curve,

but much deeper (lower f
�1
) within the two-phase region (Fig-

ure 7B). Moreover, regions outside of the activation zone now

correspond to much lower values of f (Figure 7B). Thus, acti-

vating local regions of the cell gives rise to diffusive IDR capture

and amplification of valence/concentration, causing local super-

saturation sufficient for droplet condensation, even under glob-

ally dilute IDR concentrations.

We also see this effect—phase separation enhanced by local

illumination—in Corelets formed from HNRNPA1C, FUSN, and

the nucleolar protein NPM1, with very low nucleoplasmic con-

centrations (Figure 7C). Remarkably, FUSN Corelet cells can

exhibit IDR concentrations as low as 2-fold below the IDR phase

boundary (Figure 3C) and yet still phase separate upon local acti-

vation (Figure 7C). Because smaller activation zones are associ-

atedwith ahigher valence, this effect becomesparticularly strong

for highly localized activation. Indeed, by focusing light on a sin-

gle diffraction limited spot, we find that we can drive highly local-

ized droplet condensation (Figure 7D); simulations with localized

activation support the physical picture of diffusive capture and

concentration amplification with tight local activation (Figure 7E).

Using patterned activation light, individual droplets could bewrit-

ten into different locations in the nucleus, to form 33 3 matrices

and other arbitrary shapes (Figure 5F; Video S7). Moreover, in

some cases where we locally activate a small number of single

droplets, subsequent uniform illumination does not result in addi-

tional droplet condensation throughout the nucleoplasm (Fig-

ure 7G). This is consistent with the decreased f in these regions,

which arises from activated Cores locally capturing IDRs and

thereby depleting them from the non-activated regions.

DISCUSSION

Our results provide an unprecedented mapping of intracellular

phase diagrams, which reveal a number of classical signatures

associated with equilibrium phase diagrams, most remarkably

droplet growth modes of nucleation and growth versus spinodal

decomposition, definedby thenestedbinodal andspinodal phase

boundaries. These findings thus provide strong evidence that the

concepts of equilibrium liquid-liquid phase separation are indeed

applicable within living cells. And yet, living cells are certainly out-

of-equilibrium systems, and our ability to map these intracellular

phasediagrams raisesmanyquestionsabout the roleof non-equi-

librium activity in liquid-liquid phase separation. Indeed, while we

use the Corelet system to show that the N-terminal IDR of FUS

(FUSN) exhibits clear signatures of a near-equilibrium phase tran-

sition, this region of FUS is known to be subject to a number of

post-translational modifications (PTMs) (Monahan et al., 2017).

Our finding that the phosphomimetic FUSN+6E construct exhibits

a significantly shifted intracellular binodal boundary is consistent

with little to no phosphorylation of the native FUS IDR, as previ-

ously suggested for unstressedcells (Monahanetal., 2017).These

data support the concept that spatiotemporal changes to the

averagePTMstate, for exampleunder stress,duringdevelopment

or through the cell cycle (Rai et al., 2018), provide the cell with a set

of handles to dynamically structure these phase diagrams for

particular functional requirements.

The Corelet system reveals several interesting features of the

non-equilibrium biophysics of patterned intracellular phase tran-

sitions. Most importantly, we identify a powerful mechanism by

which slowly diffusing multivalent complexes can capture and

amplify the concentration of associated IDR binding partners,

and thus drive local condensation. The ability to locally concen-

trate IDRs is particularly interesting, given that the phase dia-

gram (Figures 3B and 3C) shows that even a modest degree of

oligomerization (i.e., the binding of �4 IDRs in the case of

FUSN) can promote phase separation. Thus, locally tuning multi-

valent interactions (e.g., through protein phosphorylation by

spatially patterned kinases/phosphatases or the transcription

of RNA as a local scaffold for IDP oligomerization) may be suffi-

cient to drive local droplet condensation, even under conditions

where the ligand (e.g., IDPs) are too dilute globally for phase sep-

aration to occur (Figure 7H). Mounting evidence supports the key

role of IDP oligomerization in driving phase transitions (Aoki et al.,

2018; Conicella et al., 2016; Feric et al., 2016; Mitrea et al., 2016;

Tourrière et al., 2003) Oligomerization domains in locally acti-

vated IDPs will naturally give rise to slowly diffusing complexes

capable of capturing additional unbound IDPs, suggesting the

concentration amplificationmechanism is likely at play in a broad

array of biological condensates.

This diffusive capture mechanism may also be relevant for

phase transitions involving nucleic acids, which are key compo-

nents of many native IDP-rich intracellular condensates. DNA,

mRNA, and lncRNA often exhibit extremely slow diffusion rates

<1 mm2/s and together with their ability to simultaneously bind

multiple disordered proteins,would allow them to serve as potent

nucleators of local phase separation. Diffusive capture is thus

(H) Schematic illustration of physical model of how local activation can drive a diffusive flux of IDR toward slowly diffusing cores scaffolds at the activation zone

(dashed blue line), causing high local valency, floc that exceeds the saturation threshold, fsat, for phase separation, and locally entering into the binodal phase

space. In the case where Core and IDRdiffusivities are similar, however, partially coated cores diffuse away from the activated region at the same rate as unbound

IDRs and uncoated cores diffuse in, preventing floc from surpassing fsat, yielding no phase separation.

Scale bars, 5 mm.
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likewise a centralmechanism in the emerging concept that liquid-

liquid phase separation is involved in chromatin compaction and

transcriptional control (Berry et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2018; Chong

et al., 2018; Hnisz et al., 2017; Kwon et al., 2014; Larson et al.,

2017; Sabari et al., 2018; Strom et al., 2017) that involves a dy-

namic collection of numerous types of DNA and RNA. Indeed,

while associated IDRs and other condensation-promoting li-

gands are often not present at particularly high concentrations

(Biggin, 2011), they are nevertheless known to specifically bind

to multivalent nucleic acids throughout the nucleus.

Here, we focused on quantitatively elucidating the biophysics

underlying patterned intracellular phase separation, but the bio-

mimetic Corelet system will provide a powerful tool for exam-

ining other aspects of the physics of condensed biomolecular

phases. It will also serve to inspire other optogenetic nucleation

platforms (e.g., utilizing different multivalent core particles) or

linear variants. These tools will find a broad range of uses, not

only for interrogating fundamental cell biological questions, but

also for synthetic biomaterials and organelle engineering appli-

cations. These approaches will increasingly synergize with those

in materials science, for example in the design of bio-interfacing

materials with novel properties arising from star-polymer archi-

tectures (Ren et al., 2016). Bioengineering of such structures

and their interplay with fundamental studies on the non-equilib-

rium biophysics of intracellular phase transitions promises to

be a fruitful area of future research.
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S. cerevisiae: JAy570: CEN.PK2+pMW012, pMW014 This paper N/A

C. elegans: CPB205: Unc-119, allele ptnIs136

[dao-5p::LOV2::mTagBFP2::FTH1::tbb-2 30UTR,
unc-119]

This paper N/A

C. elegans: CPB207: Unc-119, allele

ptnIs138[pgl-1p::pgl-1::mCherry::sspB, unc-119]

This paper N/A

C. elegans: CPB211: CBP205xCPB207 This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

CDS: iLID Guntas et al., 2015 Addgene Plasmid #60413

CDS: SspB Guntas et al., 2015 Addgene Plasmid #60415

CDS: FTH1, Human HEK293 cDNA Library N/A

CDS: FUSN: FUS1-214, Human Shin et al., 2017 N/A

CDS: HNRNPA1C: hnRNPA1186-320, Human Shin et al., 2017 N/A

CDS: DDX4N: DDX41-236,Human Shin et al., 2017 N/A

CDS: TDP-43C: TDP-43218-414, Human HEK293 cDNA Library N/A

CDS: Human NPM1 Gene cDNA clone Sino Biological Cat#HG12074-G

CDS: GFP Brangwynne Lab N/A

CDS: mCherry Shin et al., 2017 N/A

CDS: mTagBFP2 Gene Fragment Integrated DNA

Technologies (IDT)

N/A

CDS: FUSN-5YS IDT N/A

CDS: FUSN-27YS IDT N/A

CDS: FUSN-6(S/T)E IDT N/A

Plasmid: pCMV-dR8.91 Toettcher Lab N/A

Plasmid: pMD2.G Toettcher Lab N/A

Plasmid: pHR-SFFVp vector Shin et al., 2017 N/A

Plasmid: pJLA122_0202: TEF1p-MCS-ACT1t, 2u vector,

URA3 marker

Avalos Lab N/A

Plasmid: pJLA121_0103: GPD1p-MCS-ADH1t, 2m vector,

URA3 marker

Avalos Lab N/A

Plasmid: pJLA122_0103: GPD1p-MCS-ADH1t, 2u vector,

LEU2 marker

Avalos Lab N/A

Plasmid: M22: pHR-SFFVp-NLS-iLID::EGFP::FTH1 This paper N/A

Plasmid: M23: pHR-SFFVp-FUSN::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M27: pHR-SFFVp-mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M28: pHR-SFFVp-FUS_FL::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M29: pHR-SFFVp-DDX4N::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M30: pHR-SFFVp- HNRNPA1C::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M31: pHR-SFFVp- TDP-43C::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M43: pHR-SFFVp-iLID::EGFP::FTH1 This paper N/A

Plasmid: M49: pHR-SFFVp- FUSN::mTagBFP2 This paper N/A

Plasmid: M60: pHR-SFFVp- FUSN-5YS::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Clifford P.

Brangwynne (cbrangwy@princeton.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell culture
Human cell lines used in this study include Lenti-X 293T (Takara Bio USA, Sex: Female), HEK293 (Sex: Female), HeLa (ATCC, Sex:

Female), and U2OS (Sex: Female). Lenti-X 293T cells were only utilized for virus preparation, while all others were used for

experiments. The HEK293 cell line was authenticated by ATCC yielding at 81% match to ATCC HEK293 cells (CAT#CRL-1573).

Mus musculus cell line NIH 3T3 (ATCC, Sex: Male) was additionally used in experiments.

Cells were cultured in 10% FBS (Atlanta Biological) DMEM (GIBCO) supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin at 37�C with

5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. 1 day prior to imaging, cultured cells were trypsinized, quenched with medium, and plated on a

35-mm glass-bottom dish (MatTek) pre-coated for 20 min with PBS buffer containing 0.25mg/ml fibronectin (Thermo). Hoechst Dye,

stored as 10 mg/mL solution at �20�C, was thawed, diluted 1:2000 in culture medium and used in exchange with dye-free medium

directly prior to imaging in glass-bottom dish for visualized of chromatin.

Yeast
The CEN.PK2-1C strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Entian and Kötter, 2007, Euroscarf#30000A, Genotype: CEN.PK-1C MATa;

his3D1; leu2-3_112; ura3-52; trp1-289;MAL2-8c; SUC2) was used in this study. For live-yeast imaging, single colonies were selected

and grown in synthetic complete medium with 2% (w/v) glucose without leucine or uracil supplements (SC-Leu-Ura) overnight at

30�C, reseeded in SC-Leu-Ura media at OD600 of approximately 1.0 and grown at 30�C until mid-log phase (OD600 = 2.5-3.0) for

imaging. Cells were briefly spun down at 3000 RPM for 5 min. The pellet was lightly resuspended in the supernatant; 4 ml was applied

to a 3% agarose pad on a glass objective and sealed with a coverslip.

Nematodes
The Unc-119 strain ofCaenorhabditis elegans (WormBase#HT1593, Genotype: unc-119(ed3) III) was used in this study. Worms were

grown on 7 mm agar plates seeded with OP50 bacterial lawns at 20�C. Worms were transferred periodically either by chunking onto

fresh plate using a flame sterilizedmetal blade, or by individual picking several worms using a flame sterilizedmetal pick. For imaging,

embryos were dissected from gravid mothers in standardM9 buffer solution (3 g KH2PO4, 6 g Na2HPO4, 0.5 g NaCl, 1 g NH4Cl per 1

L) at room temperature, mounted on 3% agarose pads, and sealed with a coverslip.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Plasmid: M63: pHR-SFFVp- FUSN-27YS::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: M67: pHR-SFFVp- FUSN-6(S/T)E::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: LZ231: pHR-SFFVp- NPM1::mCherry::SspB This paper N/A

Plasmid: pBFP pLV_sgTelomere_PuroR-T2A-mTagBFP2 Brangwynne Lab N/A

Plasmid: pMW011: pJLA121_0202 TEF1p-

iLID::EGFP::FTH1-ACT1t

This paper N/A

Plasmid: pMW012: pJLA121_0103 GPD1p-

FUSN::mCherry::SspB-ADH1t

This paper N/A

Plasmid: pMW014: pJLA122_0202 TEF1p-

iLID::EGFP::FTH1-ACT1t

This paper N/A

Plasmid: pMW043: pHR-SFFVp-EGFP-P2A-mCherry This paper N/A

Software and Algorithms

Matlab2017b Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/

products/matlab.html

ImageJ2 NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

SymPhoTime 64, version 2.1 PicoQuant https://www.picoquant.com/products/

category/software/symphotime-64-

fluorescence-lifetime-imaging-and-

correlation-software
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METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid construction
For expression in cell culture

DNA constructs used for tissue culture were cloned using In-Fusion HD cloning kit (Clonetech) in a standard reaction mixture

comprising 20 ng of each 1-3 PCR-amplified inserts or recombinant DNA gene blocks (gBlocks gene fragments, IDT) and 40 ng line-

arized pHR-SFFV backbone in a 5 ml reaction set to 50�C for 15 min. PCR fragments were produced using a standard PCR reaction

using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB). Oligonucleotides were synthesized by IDT. NLS sequence from Gallus gallus

ferritoid (Bellapadrona and Elbaum, 2014) was incorporated by sequential PCR reactions. PCR products were purified using PCR

purification kit (QIAGEN) and verified on an agarose gel. pHR-SFFV backbone was linearized using BamHI-HF and NotI-HF (NEB)

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids were transformed into Stellar cells (Clontech), from which single colonies

were picked, grown in LB supplemented by Ampicillin overnight, and minipreped (QIAGEN) following manufacturer instructions.

All cloning products were confirmed by sequencing (GENEWIZ).

Recombinant DNA gene blocks were obtained for iLID, SspB, FUSN, FUSN-5Y, �27Y, and +6E. FUSN-5Y harbored tyrosine to

serine mutations at Y17, Y75, Y81, Y143, Y149 (Kato et al., 2012). FUSN-27Y harbored tyrosine to serine mutations at Y6, Y14,

Y17, Y25, Y33, Y38, Y41, Y50, Y55, Y58, Y66, Y75, Y81, Y91, Y97, Y100, Y113, Y122, Y130, Y136, Y143, Y149, Y155, Y161,

Y177, Y194, and Y208. FUSN+6E harbored mutations to glutamic acid at S36, S30, T68, S84, S88, and S117 (Monahan et al., 2017).

For expression in S. cerevisiae
M22 andM23 constructs were cloned into pJLA121_0202 and pJLA121_0103with Gibson isothermal assembly (Gibson et al., 2009),

yielding pMW011 and pMW012, respectively. To change the auxotrophic marker, the TEF1p-iLID::EGFP::FTH1-ACT1t gene from

pMW011 was inserted into the pJLA122_0103 backbone via restriction cloning with XmaI and AscI and ligation with T4 ligase (NEB).

Construction of Corelet-expressing experimental models
Cell lines

Corelet construct-containing Lentiviruses were produced by cotransfecting HEK293T cells plated on a 6-well plate for 24 hr with the

desired DNA constructs (1.25 mg), pCMVdR8.91 (1.1 mg), and pMD2.G (0.15 mg) using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) or FuGENEHD

(Promega) following manufacturer instructions. 2 mL of viral supernatants were collected and filtered from cell debris using 0.45 mm

filter (Fisher Scientific) within 2-3 days following transfection. HEK293, U2OS, and NIH 3T3 cells were transduced while at 60%

confluency on 6-well plates by adding 0.3-1.5 mL of each of the harvested Lentiviruses to the cell medium in accordance with the

desirable expression levels of Cores and IDRs in the various experiment. Apart from cells with core conc higher than�10 mM (where

we observe slow cell division rate), cell viability appears to be unaffected by Corelet expression.

Yeast

2m plasmids pMW012 and pMW014 were simultaneously transformed into the CEN.PK2-1C strain of S. cerevisiae using standard

lithium acetate protocol and screened for on SC-Ura-Leu Agar plates with 2% (w/v) glucose

Nematodes

C. elegans expressing LOV2::mTagBFP2::FTH1 driven by dao5 promoter were established bymosSCI (CPB205)]. Worms expressing

PGL-1::mCherry::SspB (CPB207 were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 and driven by the endogenous promoter. CPB 205 and CPB

207 were crossed to create CPB 211[ptnIs136; ptnIs138], the PGL-1 Corelet line. To cross CPR205 and 207, male worms for a

desired strain were generated at higher than baseline levels by applying him17 RNAi treatment to L4 worms and subsequently iden-

tifying males produced in the next generation. Crosses were then set up on unseeded plates where a dense yet small spot of OP50

was placed in order to increase contact frequency between males and hermaphrodites. Ideally, approximately 10 males and 5 her-

maphrodites were used for each cross. Young L3/L4 hermaphrodites were picked from the next generation on these crossing plates

and placed onto separate seeded OP50 plates. After egg laying began in these worms, they were picked, anesthetized using levam-

isole, and observed under confocal microscopy for expression of the desired constructs. Plates that had adults expressing the

desired constructs were propagated each generation and then checked by a similar imaging procedure until a homozygous line

was established

Live cell imaging
Imaging was performed using an oil immersion objective (Plan Apo 60X/1.4, Nikon) on a laser scanning confocal microscope (Nikon

A1) equipped with a CO2microscope stage incubator under 5%CO2 and 37�C. Since EGFP andmTagBFP2 excitation overlaps with

iLID activation spectrum, we performed pre-activation imaging as well as deactivation imaging (i.e., condensate disassembly)

through mCherry channel only (560 nm excitation), which allowed visualization of only the IDR components. For global activation,

cells were imaged sequentially by both mCherry and GFP (488 nm) channels, such that both Core and IDR components were visu-

alized. Most activation protocols were conducted with excitation power of 84 mW/ mm2 measured with an optical power meter

(PM100D, Thorlabs). mTagBFP2 labeled constructs were imaged similarly through 405 nm excitation channel. Global activation pro-

tocols were performedwith dual channel imaging (568 nm and 488 nm) with optical sectioning of 0.42 mm (pin hole size set to 33.2 mm)

and frame intervals of 4.4 s and 2.2 s for 120x120 mm2 (1024x1024 pix) and 60x60 mm2 (512x512 pix) frame sizes respectively. In the

case where a fast frame rate was desirable (Figures 4A–4C), a frame interval of 0.5 s was used (256x256 pix). For capturing spinodal
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decomposition patterns (insets of Figure 4B) optical sectioning was set to a 0.3 mm by minimizing pinhole size. Local activation was

performed by activating a pre-defined ROI through stimulation mode at either 488 nm or 405 nm wavelength.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments shown in Figure 1 were performed similarly to local activation pro-

tocol while limiting the activation zone to a�1 mmcircle and increasing the photoactivation power by�100 and 200 fold when photo-

bleaching EGFP labeled cores andmCherry labeled IDR components respectively. Cells were globally activated for fewminutes prior

to photobleaching in order to acquire steady state in the condensed phases. In order to coordinate between the center of droplets to

the predefined photobleaching area, we have pre-nucleated single droplets at regions that were set to be photobleached by perform-

ing 1min of locally activated that preceded the global activation step. Global activation was carried out during fluorescence recovery

measurement. Contrary to the near complete photobleaching performed on mCherry labeled IDR, EGFP photobleaching was con-

ducted in relatively weaker power, leading to �60% photobleaching. The use of weaker power originated from an irreversible

response of condensates to high 488 nm power, which resulted in incomplete disassemble after photoactivation was turned

off. This incomplete disassembly, which was observed only in droplets that were photobleached with 488 nm at high power

(> 1 mW/mm2), is likely to be related to the iLID module and not to the EGFP and is likely the reason for the incomplete recovery

observed in Fluorescence recovery of Cores.

Multi-cycle global activation

Repeated global activation cycles were performed as defined above, with 40 s activation and 72 s deactivation, repeated for a total of

32 times each. The last 16 cycles are shown in Figure 1H as the first 16 cycles allowed sufficient transport of the FUSN IDRmodule into

the nucleus, leading to continuous increase in valence. After 16 cycles, little change in f was observed therefore the last 16 were

selected to most reasonably show consistent droplet formation and dissociation kinetics under minimal nuclear transport contribu-

tion. We point out that increasing the deactivation time from 72 s to 5 min, such that nuclear IDR levels within the nucleus are fully

restored to the pre-activation levels, full reversibility was observed without the need of pre-activation (data not shown). We also note

that in the case of non-partitioning IDRs, such as HNRNPA1C that include NLS, full reversibility was observed even when performing

rapid on and off cycles.

Multi-cycle local activation with shrinking activation region of interest

Figure 7A shows an experiment in which decreasing fractions of the nucleoplasm is successively exposed to blue light illumination.

To prevent changes in activation parameters that would result from using activation regions of interest (ROIs) of different size,

the same size ROI is used for each activation cycle. For activations of decreasing fractions, the rectangle is moved down in the

y-dimension, so as to only cover 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and finally 1/6 of the nucleus. Each activation and deactivation step last 140 s and

at least 3.5 min respectively.

Western blot for measurements of relative endogenous ferritin and engineered Core expression levels
Untransfected HEK293 cells and those stably expressing FUSN Corelets were grown to approximately 90% confluency in 60 mm

plates. Cells were trypsinized and collected in PBS with protease inhibitor. Cell lysates were prepared by sonification and protein

concentration was quantified with Bradford Assay (Millipore Sigma). Samples of 0.4 mg/mL whole cell lysate were prepared in Novex

NuPAGE lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) buffer (Invitrogen) supplemented with 75 mM dithiothreitol (DTT; Thermo Scientific) as a

reducing agent. FTH1 and FTL1 recombinant protein standards (ProSpec) were diluted to 100 ng in 25 ml of the same LDS/DTT buffer.

After briefly boiling all samples at 100�C, 25 ml (10 mg protein weight cell lysate, 100 ng protein standard) of denatured sample was

loaded to NuPAGE 4%–12%Bis-Tris protein gel and run with NuPAGEMOPS buffer (Invitrogen) at 100 V for 90min. Wet transfer to a

Polyvinylidene difluoride membrane was performed at 30 V for 1 hr in NuPage Transfer buffer (Invitrogen). The membrane was

blocked with 5% Non-Fat Dry Milk (Nestle) in TBST. The b-Actin strip was cut from the membrane directly above the 30 kDa and

50 kDa protein standards and probed with rabbit anti-b-Actin (ab8227, abcam) overnight at 4�C. The remaining membrane was

probed under the same conditions with mouse anti-FTH1 (MABC602, Millipore Sigma). After washing with TBST, the b-Actin strip

was probed with anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (111-035-144, Jackson ImmunoResearch), and the FTH1-probed

membranes were probed with anti-mouse HRP (115-035-062, Jackson ImmunoResearch), both at room temperature for 30 min.

Chemiluminescence was induced with SuperSignal West Pico substrate (Thermo) and imaged with a ChemiDocMP Imaging System

(BioRad).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Determining diffusion coefficients and absolute concentrations for Corelets components
mCherry fluorescence was converted to absolute concentration using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (Figure S4H).

GFP fluorescence conversion was done by determining the exact mCherry-to-GFP fluorescence ratio while using the mCherry

fluorescence to concentration ratio as a set point. mCherry-to-GFP fluorescence ratio was determined by equimolar expression

of mCherry and GFP monomers in HEK293 cell using the auto-catalytic P2A containing construct mCherry-P2A-EGFP, which unlink

the two proteins such that FRET is prevented.
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Data for diffusion and concentration of proteins were obtained using with 30 s FCS measurement time. The measurements were

performed on HEK293 cells expressing M23 using a laser scanning confocal microscope (Nikon A1) with an oil immersion objective

(Plan Apo 60X/1.4, Nikon). All measurements and data analysis were performed using the SymPhoTime Software (PicoQuant).

The autocorrelation function for simple diffusion is:

GðtÞ=Gð0Þ
�
1+

�
t

tD

���1�
1+

�
t

k2tD

���0:5

Here, G(0) is the magnitude at short timescales, t is the lag time, tD is the half decay time, and k is the ratio of axial to radial of mea-

surement volume ðk = uz=uxyÞ. Here, uxy = 0.23 mm and k = 3.1 which is determined by fluorophore dye Atto 550 in water. The

parameters tD and G(0) are optimized in the fit and are used to determine the diffusion coefficient ðD=u2
xy=4tDÞ and molecule con-

centration ðC = ðp3=2u2
xyuzGð0ÞÞ�1Þ.(Krichevsky and Gregoire, 2002). Using FCS to measure the Ferritin core and IDR diffusivities in

living cells nuclei, we find that DCore = 3.0+/�0.7 mm2/sec and DFUS = 43.5+/�6.5 mm2/sec. Mean and standard deviation of the diffu-

sion coefficient inferred from fitting correlation curves from five individual cells.

Here, the measurement volume is approximated by a three-dimensional Gaussian with two parameters, uxy and uz. However, in

living cells, there is a refractive index mismatch that can distort the FCS measurement volume as a non-Gaussian profile. With the

refractive index of the cellular nucleoplasm �1.36 (Choi et al., 2007), this mismatch would lead to an absolute error in diffusion co-

efficient and concentration of �20% (Müller et al., 2009). In addition, optical artifacts due to cover slide thickness variation, optical

saturation, and aberrations also affect the size of themeasurement volume, which lead to errors of 50% (Loman et al., 2008; Petrásek

and Schwille, 2008). Therefore, it is difficult to precisely determine molecular concentration and their diffusion coefficient due to un-

known actual size of ameasurement volume in living cells, an effect which cannot be corrected in a straightforward way. Taking these

sources of error into consideration, we estimate our concentration accuracy to be within 2-fold of the actual values.

Image analysis and phase diagram construction
The nucleoplasm boundary (i.e., nucleus subtracted by Core excluding regions such as nucleoli) in each cell before and after photo-

activation was determined based on the fluorescence pattern of the partitioning NLS-tagged Core component (EGFP channel) by

applying an automated image segmentation MATLAB code. Histograms of fluorescent signal within this segmented region demon-

strate singlemode distribution of both Core (Figures S4B and S4C) and IDR components in cells prior to activation. Thus, mean EGFP

and mCherry fluorescence within these segmented regions could be determined and translated to absolute concentration via the

FCS-based concentration estimation mentioned above. To identify dilute and dense phases in photo-activated condensing cells,

subsequent segmentation of the nucleoplasm was performed (Figure S4F), based on which area fraction of the two phases was

determined (Figure 3E). To accurately determine concentration within the dense and dilute phases, morphological erosion was

further performed on the segmented regions associated with the two phases, such that pixels near the interface were excluded

from further analysis (Figure S4F) as they misrepresent the expected step function-like interface due to optical resolution limit and

partially out-of-focus droplets, which lead to an intensity gradient at the interface. As stated in the text, valence is measured as

the ratio of determined IDR and Core concentrations for a particular phase or as the nuclear average. However, individual Cores likely

to exhibit some spread in the distribution of IDRs bound to them around the specifiedmean. This could potentially create a slight shift

in the y axis of the phase diagram compared to a system with monodisperse valence. Nevertheless, the observation that similar va-

lency is maintained in the dilute and dense phases (Figure 3D) suggests that the Corelet system does not promote bimodal distribu-

tion of valency between phases. While mean nucleoplasmic core concentration is fixed, nucleoplasmic levels of FUSN-based IDR

component as well as the mean valence, which is derived from it, continuously increase during activation. This occurs since

FUSN-based IDR component (but not in non-partitioning IDR such as HNRNPA1C) have both cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic sub-

population, where once activation is applied, the fast uptake and sharp depletion of nucleoplasmic IDR component monomers,

drives net flow of cytoplasmic IDRs into the nucleus. For that reason, valence values were determined only after steady state is

reached (t�5min). Contrary to the steady state binodal line, the spinodal line (i.e., themechanism bywhich phase separation occurs)

was determined accordingly to the valence at t = 0 (see Figure 4).

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching analysis
FRAP experiments were analyzed by measuring time dependent fluorescence within a circular ROI, �1 mm in diameter, positioned

at the center of the photobleached droplets using imageJ. Error bars represent standard deviation of pixel intensities within the

circular ROI.

Determination of Corelet spacing and occupancy in condensates
The maximal concentration of�25 mM that we have measured in condensates of FUSN-Corelets (Figure 3C) corresponds to density

of 1 molecule per 6:663 104 nm3. Assuming for simplicity the local organization follows a cubic lattice configuration, we calculate

mean center-to-center inter-particle spacing of 40.5 nm (i.e., between centers of IDR decorated cores). Considering the 12 nm diam-

eter of ferritin and the diameter for the each of the 24 EGFPs, iLIDs, SspBs, and mCherry bound to the core to be roughly 2 nm, we

estimate the core diameter to be roughly 25 nm,meaning that the remaining two overlapping FUSNmolecules along the axis between
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two cores should occupy the remaining�15 nm (i.e., interparticle spacing subtracted by the core size). Similar considerations taking

into account the diameters of the components, with a FUSN diameter taken as 5nm, leads to a volume fraction estimated at 5%.

Simulations
We developed a simple Monte Carlo simulation of the Corelet system, using MATLAB. Simulations were run with 500 ‘‘Core’’ parti-

cles, and 1200 ‘‘IDR’’ particles, randomly distributed in a 2D simulation space with reflecting boundary conditions. Particle diffusivity

is modeled by introducing a random ‘‘kick’’ at each time step, Dt, such that particles move by an amount (in both x and y) given byffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4DiDt

p
$ x, where x is a normally distributed random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The particle diffusivity, Di, was

varied for different simulations with most simulations set at the experimentally determined diffusivities, i.e., DCore = 3mm2/sec, DIDR =

43.5mm2/sec. At each time point, the position of each IDR particle is checked to see if it is within a set interaction distance of any Core

particle. For particles within a defined activation zone, if the IDR is close enough to bind the Core, and the Core is not already satu-

rated with a defined number of IDRs (‘‘maxidrs’’), then the IDR particles bind, by remaining at this fixed position relative to the Core

particle position, while the Core particle (and thus associated bound IDR particles) continues with its diffusive motion, updated at

each time step. For all simulations, if the diffusive motion of the Core particle takes it outside of the activation zone, then any bound

IDR particles are released.
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Figure S1. IDR-Free Corelets Do Not Phase Separate, Related to Figure 1

(A) Schematic diagram of Corelet modules with or without IDR fused to mCherry-SspB.

(B) Representative U2OS cell expressing Cores (green) and mCherry-SspB (red) components before and after 5 min photo-activation, showing no puncta

formation.

(C) The concentration of cores (3.2 mM) and SspB-to-core ratio (i.e., mean nuclear valence f, 14.8) position of the cell shown in (B) and other observed IDR-free

Corelet expressing cells (red circles) well within the binodal region of FUSN Corelets (gray boundary), where demixing occurs, as indicated in Figure 3B.

(D) Representative U2OS cell expressing FUSN Corelets with similar core concentration and f as in (B) undergoing phase separation under similar excitation

conditions.

(E and F) Change in standard deviation of mCherry intensity (E) in the nucleus of the cells shown in (B) and (D) during activation showing very little change in IDR-

free Corelets compared to FUSN Corelets. Two transitions are observable in both IDR-containing and IDR-free Corelets that are not related to phase separation.

First, upon activation, an instantaneous depletion of SspB-fused components from nuclear regions that exclude cores (compare spatial difference in B during

pre-activation, see also Figure S5). Second, a gradual increase in standard deviation and in (F) overall nuclear mCherry intensity followed by a gradual decrease

during deactivation due to trafficking of free SspB-fused components across the nuclear membrane (see also Figure S3).

Scale bars are 5 mm.



Figure S2. Recruitment of SspB-Free FUSN Monomers by FUSN Corelets, Related to Figure 1
(A) (Top) Schematic diagrams of the two-module Corelet system as well as an SspB-free light-insensitive FUSN monomer tagged with mTagBFP2. Dotted lines

suggest interactions present between the 3 components. (Bottom) Schematic illustration showing recruitment of FUSN monomers through IDR-IDR interactions.

(B) Fluorescent images of stable HEK293 cells expressing Cores (green), FUSN-SspB (red), and FUSN-mTagBFP2 (gray) before and after 5 min of blue light

activation, showing colocalization of all three components.

(C) Fluorescent images of stable U2OS cell expressing Cores (green), FUSN-SspB (red), and FUSN-free mTagBFP2 (gray) showing enhancement of only�30% in

condensates compared to the dilute phase levels.

(D and E) Quantification of the relative enrichment of the three components inside droplets after 5 min of activation shows fourfold increase in recruited light

insensitive FUSN condensates relative to the dilute phase. (D) is for FUSN-mTagBFP2 and (E) is formTagBFP2 control. Dashed lines represent unity. Error bars are

standard deviation of the mean (n = 5 (D) and n = 1 (E)).

Scale bars are 5 mm.
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Figure S3. Transitions in Local Concentration of IDR and Core Components in FUSN Corelet Expressing U2OS Cells during Activation,

Related to Figure 1

(A) FUSN IDR concentration in nucleoplasm (orange) and cytoplasm (blue) during 10 min activation and 5 min deactivation. In the dark state, NLS-free FUSN IDR

partitions between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm yielding a concentration ratio,CNuc=CCytoy2. Immediately after activation, the concentration in nucleoplasm

begins increasing while the cytoplasmic concentration begins decreasing, suggesting that nucleoplasmic IDR components are quickly captured by cores,

leading to a sharp drop in unbound IDRs (monomers) in nucleoplasm, and a net nuclear influx of unbound IDRs from the cytoplasm. The decrease in cytoplasmic

concentration is well fit to a simple exponential decay CcyðtÞ = Ccyð0Þexpð� t=tÞ. This exponential decay toward zero cytoplasmic concentration suggests that

nearly the entire nuclear population of IDRs are being captured by the cores and that activated Corelets can be regarded as a single component system, as long

as the number of IDR modules do not saturate the potential binding spots on Cores.

(B) Core component concentration in the nucleoplasm does not change significantly during 10 min activation and 5 min deactivation. We also do not observe any

sharp drop during the first few seconds of activation, suggesting minimal FRET response between the EGFP of the Core component and the mCherry of the IDR

component.

(C) Schematic illustration showing nuclear import and export of unbound IDRs during photoactivation and deactivation. Concentration of unbound IDRs shown in

red andmean IDR valence in blue. Note that IDR valence is equal to one without blue light activation as there are no stable IDR oligomers, while it equals the IDR-

to-Core ratio during blue light activation, which increases to a steady state with IDR import.

(D) Representative images before and after activation of FUSNCorelet expressing U2OS cell undergoingmultiple activation cycles as shown in Figure 1H. Cell has

been pre-activated for 15 min in order to prevent additional changes in valency during activation due to import of cytoplasmic IDR components as shown

schematically in (C). We note that pre-activation is not required for demonstrating full reversibility of Corelets driven phase separation with non-partitioning IDRs

such as HNRNPA1C (Figure 2, data not shown). Scale bar is 5 mm.
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Figure S4. Corelet Phase Diagram Analysis, Related to Figure 3 and STAR Methods

(A) Western blot analysis of ferritin in FUSN Corelet expressing HEK293 cells (HEK+Corelets) show extremely small amount of native FTH1 as compared to

exogenous Core components. This implies that measured valency is not confounded by the presence of endogenous FTH1. Untransfected cells (HEK) act as a

negative control. 100 ng of purified heavy chain (FTH1) and light chain (FTL1) ferritin (ProSpec) loaded as positive and negative controls, respectively. Lower panel

(legend continued on next page)



is a replication of marked region imaged with eight times longer exposure. b-Actin shown as an internal loading standard. Calculated molecular weight indicated

and band identification is shown to the right, and antibody specificity used for each blot is indicated on the left.

(B) Histograms of Core concentration before (blue) and after (purple) 10-minute photoactivation, for three representative cells with different ½Core� and f. Cells with

low f (left) show no change in response to photo-activation and do not phase separate, while cells with increasing f (center and right) yield a greater separation

between concentration inside droplets, ½Core�Dense, and outside droplets, ½Core�Dilute.
(C–G) Example of image analysis performed for the construction of phase diagrams. (C) Typical FUSN Corelet expressing cell before and (D) after 10 min of

activation presented at low (left) and high (right) intensity contrast, showing (E) uniform fluorescence in dilute and dense phase even in separate droplets (profile

along arrow in D). Dilute and dense phase regions were identified by carrying out two successive segmentations, first (D) an intra-nuclear segmentation to identify

nucleoplasm, namely nucleus without regions that constitutively exclude Corelet components like nucleoli, and (F) second, an intra-nucleoplasmic segmentation

step, to identify area fraction of dilute (red) and dense phases (cyan), as shown and plotted in Figure 3E. (G) The segmented ROIs of dilute (red) and dense phases

(cyan) were further morphologically eroded by 8 peripheral pixels (�1 mm) before mean fluorescence levels were calculated.

(H) FUSN-mCherry-SspB fluorescence to concentration calibration curve measured in cellular nucleoplasm using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Error

bars are standard deviation of the mean with n = 10.

(I) Phase diagram of FUSN Corelets as shown in Figure 3 including error bars for the standard deviation for all segmented ROIs. While mean cellular values (red

circles) represent post-activation values modified by cytoplasm-to-nucleoplasm transported IDRs, the corresponding error bars represent the monomodal pre-

activation distribution (e.g blue histograms in (B)).

(J) Representative cell with very high Core and FUSN IDR concentration undergoing phase separation even in the dark state. Pre-activation phase separated cells

still respond to photo-activation, leading to decrease in dilute phase concentration and increase in dense phase concentration with concentration that follows the

binodal line.

Scale bars are 5 mm.
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Figure S5. Nonactivatable Cells Still Show Light-Induced Corelet Patterning as a Result of Chromatin Exclusion, Related to Figure 5

(A) FUSN-27Y Corelets in U2OS cells before activation (top), during the first frame of activation (middle), and following 10 min blue light illumination (bottom). For

each, IDR and Core module as well as Hoechst dye signals are shown in grayscale. To the right, the combined Core and Hoechst signal is shown, both in

grayscale. This Corelets construct fails to show distinct phase separation, but a patterning of the localization of the two Corelets modules are still observed upon

blue light activation, which occurs most prominently for high valency cores, as in this example (f = 24). Notably, the regions of Corelet module exclusion during

activation are complemented by regions of strong Hoeschst signal (see combine Core+Hoechst signal, right).

(B) Light-induced patterning is similarly observed in FUSN Corelets in U2OS cells; Cores, Green; IDR, Red. A cell initially with f �3 is unable to initially phase

separate but forms patterns, presumably excluded from chromatin. With extended blue-light illumination, IDR is transported into the nucleus, increasing f to 5.2,

allowing for phase separation after 20 min, as evidenced by increased enrichment. Scale bars are 5 mm.
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